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7 4.0 OBJECTIVES 

'3 ills Unit will first give a detailed outline of the storylinc of Part III. It will then deal 
.-\i+;lr the importance of music in the novel. A m g c  of minor characters will also be 
discussed to poirit oat t k i r  significance. The unit will co~.clude with Questions 
~ h i c ' i ~  will enable ycju ro get a perspective on the section. 

4.1 DETAILED STORYLINE OF BART 111 - - -  - 

P a l ~  III of Clear Light (IJ'Dn;; is set in an even f%rther p a s  of ths Das family life. in 
+z.  ;:ib - part we conae to h o w  of Saba's birth. 15s parents had conceived him in their 

old age. The mother VJZS "severely diabetic" when she was expecting him. The new 
bzb? tthorigh "%e pretiiest of all" was barn autistic. The mother got tired of his slow 
wq:: aad decided to hire an ayah to look aAer his needs. When the ayah too couldn't 
cope v d h  Baba, Mira Masi or Aunt hMira, a poor widowed relative was asked to look 
after Ir;irr! and the other three Das children: Birn, h j s ,  and Tara. T k  mother told 
tilttrn. 

'Skc 1% cicsm:ag to look after you children, .. You have become too much for 
me=--ycm arc aii so noisy and na~ghty., She will discipline you. And look 
&er ym6 brother. I don't know what is wrong with him -he shoalld be 
waking by now md doing things for himself. She will keep him in her room 
and lcok aft51 kicl. And you will have to lem- to be quiet'. 

(P. 104) 

Mira Masi has an i m P ~ - ~ t  role to play in the novel. Part III provides us with dettls 
of blira hfasi's backgro~nd. (For details concerning Mira Masi see, Unit 4:3 of this 
Block) 

It is through this part of the novel that we come to h o w  in greater detail about ?he 
childhood of Birn and Tara. The two sisters have very different persomlities. In 
school, Bim was fie leader and well loved b5.s her tac,hers. Tara, on the other hand, 
was always told to be like her sister. V+ere Birn !oved social work, Tara, abhorred 
it 'Tam emerges as the timid one in the childhood scenes evoked in this section. (For 

I details zbout the BimiTara relationship, see Unit 1:4) 

Tl~ere are two episodes that are mentioned in Part I11 which are significant. P i e  first 
I epsode deals wit!: time when Bim cuts T&'S hair against her will. The second, is the 
I Bee episode at Lodi Gardens. The first one gives us i~sight into Bim's dominating 

i bullying ways md Tara's diffident personality. The second, demonstrates Tara's 
I ~::srmct to escape whenever confroorated with a problem. (For details of the Bee 

episode, see Unit 5.2 o f  this Block)* 



Clear Light of Day 
It is in this section that we get information about the background of the Misras. They 
are the neighbours of the Das'. (For a detailed note on the Misras, see Unit 5:3 of 
this Block). The Misras are contrasted to the Das. The former are portrayed as very 
Indian in their ways and the latter, are delineated as more Western: 

What attracted Tara was the contrast their home provided to hers. Even 
externally there were such obvious differences-at the Misra's no attempt 
was made, as at Tara's house, to 'keep up appearances.' 

At the Misras, string beds might be carried into the drawing room for visiting 
relations, or else mats spread on the veranda floor when an influx of visitors 
grew so large that it overflowed. 

(P. 137) 

This section closes with an engagement party for the Misra sisters to which the Das 
sisters are invited. The noise and din of the party makes Bim ask Tara to go to the 
roof where it would be quieter. It is on the terrace that the two sisters dlscuss 
education and women. Bim says: 

'I don't know how those two girls are going to study and pass their finals 
with all this going on,' she said. 
'I don't think it matters to them' said Tara, piclung at flakes of blackened 
lichen on the balustrade sulkily. 'They' re getting married,' she said. 'Why 
don't they go to college instead?. 
Bin1 gave a snort of disgust. 'I don't know why they're in such a hurry to get 
married,' she said. 'Why don't they go to college instead?' 
'Their mother wanted them to be married soon. She said she married when 
she was twelve and Jaya and Sarala are already sixteen and seventeen years 
old.' 
'But they're not educated yet, 'Bim said sharply. 'They haven't any degrees 
They should go to college,' she insisted. 

(PP. 139-140) 

The section concludes with Bim's declaration that she will never get married adding, 
"1 shall never leave Baba and Raja and MiraMasi" (p. 140). 

4.2 THE IMPORTANCE OF MUSIC IN CLEAR LIGHT 
OF DAY 

(r 

Anita Desai's Clear Light of Day, is dominated by sound. The novel begins with the 
koels singing: 

The koels began to call before daylight. Their voices rang out from the dark 
trees like an arrangement of bells, calling and echoing each others' calls, 
mocking and enticing each other into ever higher and shriller calls. More and 
more joined in as the sun rose.. . . . . 

(P. 1) 

Interestingly, the novel also ends with Mulk's guru singing the poetry of Iqbal. Desai 
uses music to foreground the theme of the novel. Syed Amanuddin notes that 
between the singing of the koels and the musical rendering of Iqbal's poetry, "we 
have the scratches and squeaks of old records".' These "scratches and squeaks" are 
the tensions and problems of a nation breaking up, a family getting fragmented: 

The Partition brought barriers between people who had lived together for 
centuries in an atmosphere of mutual social and cultural understanding. The 



division into two individual units causes each group a crisis of identity for 
there is a forced uprooting and deviation from the fundamental principles of 
the common Indian culture that had prevailed over the country, where 
individual units had followed their diverse ways of living, remaining one 
whole entity. In a similar manner Tara, Bim and Raja also face a crisis of 
relating their present to the past - their adulthood to childhood. The period 
that lies in between-the growing consciousness and search for individuality 
of adolescence--fails to provide a continuity from the early period of 
childhood to the later stage of adulthood, causing deep psychologi~al trauma 
and stresse2 

Music becomes a panacea for deeper disturbances in the novel. Most of the 
characters in Clear Light of Day are associated with music in some way or the other 
It depicts their emotional strains. Because of the psychological nature of her novel, 
Desai often uses music to project thoughts, emotions and feelings in her characters. 
Baba, the autistic character in the novel is delineated through music. He is 
introduced through music of the forties evoking the period in which the novel is set. 
The numbers he plays are significant "sm-o-ke get in your eyes" and "Don't Fence 
Me In." They point to a trap that he is enmeshed in due to hls disability Syed 
Arnanuddn says: 
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Blunt needles, old records with scratches, the mysterious silence of the 
listener, and his ghastly long arms fit the atmosphere of the decaying old 
  el hi.^ 

Baba refuses to change his old HMV gramaphone with the latest Hi-Fi system that 
Raja gets him as a gft. When Tara tells Bim that she tried looking for new records 
for Baba while she was abroad but was unable to find "78s any more" (P. 7), Bim 
says, "Oh he doesn't want any new records,. . . .He wouldn't play them. He loves his 
old ones" (P. 7). 

As an autistic person, Baba is pushed to the margins of society. The HMV 
gramaphone becomes a weapon of some sorts in his hands. Although he is silent, he 
controls sounds through music. This is eqectively brought out by Desai in the 
opening scene of the novel. The cacophany that heralds Baba's entrance takes over 
the atmosphere of the house: 'The noise beat and thmmmed in one of the curtained 
rooms behind him" (P. 7). Tam even wonders, "why did he spend his days and years 
listening to this appalling noise?" (P. 12). 

The music coming out of the old HMV gramaphone which belonged to Ali's 
daughter, Benazir, becomes a voice from the past When Raja is asked by Ali-who 

3 shifted to Hyderabad during the partition riots-to look into his house, he requests 
Bim to do him the favour since he was not well. Bim agrees and takes Baba with her. 
Inside the house, Baba is very quiet, but once he spots the gramaphone he begins to 
respond differently: 

Baba had been silent all through this ghostly tour, keeping close to her except 
when she made some small, nervous comment, when he gave start and 
jumped away from her. Now he pointed his finger and made a little 
desperate sound like a bell that won't ring when pressed. Bim looked. 
'What?' she asked, 'that?' Baba nodded, and she went with him to a comer 
where an old-fashioned His Master's Voice gramaphone stood on a small 
three-legged table, on the lower shelf of which were stacked the records 
Benazir and her friends had listened to . . . 
'Come, let's go,' said Bim, turning away. 'Let's go and look in the servants' 
quarters-there may be someone there.' But Baba would not go. He stood 
there fingering the smooth shining metal gadgetry in the green box, his long 
fingers closing about the curved silver horn, Admiringly, lovingly. 
Baba, come,' Bim said several times, more and more impatiently, but he was 



C h r  tight of Day smiling to himself, quite deaf and unresponsive in the enclosed bubble of his 
dream, till she said angrily 'Then I'm going alone,' whereupon he reluctantly 
let down the lid, closing the box with a gentle creak, and followed her, 
dragging his foot and looking whipped so that she said in exasperation 'If 
you want it, I suppose there's nothing to stop you taking it. But first let's go 
and see if there's anyone outside, at the back, whom we can ask ' He raised 
his chin and gave her a shy, fearful look of hope then and followed her more 
willingly. 

(P 74) 

In &is episode we notice Baba communicating with Bin;. Othenvise, througho~rt the 
novel he is engrossed m his own world and does not con~municate with anyone. 
Baba's routine life is represented through the circular movenlent of the gramaphone. 

Dr. Biswas is also defined by the music he loves. He is the doctor that Mr. Das' firm 
sends to treat Raja, and later, Mira Masi. Dr. Biswas was initiated into Western 
classical music in Germany. He learnt the violin there. He tells Bim during a concert 
that he takes her to: 

'When I first heard Mozart, Miss Das, I closed my eyes, and it was as if my 
hole past vanished, just rolled away from me-the country of my birth, my 
ancestors, my family, everything-and I arrived in a new world. It was a 
new world, a shining new world. I felt that when I heard Mozart for the first 
time-' 

(P. 83) 

But when he returns to India he can't relate to.his violin. He tells Bim: 

'I had so much there, I was so rich then! Now I feel very poor, useless. I 
touch my violin and try to make sounds to remind m.e of that time. I take 
lessons from the first violinist of the Delhi Music Society orchestra, and I ' 

play to myself and inflict my playing on my mother who is an old-fashioned 
Bengali lady and likes only Tagore's songs and suffers in silence because she 
loves me. I am her only son.' 

(P. 84) 

Desai, weaves in the strain of neocolonialism which runs as a reality in post- 
independent India. The East /West encounter brought by colonialism, is beautifully 
depicted by her through music. Biswas loves Western classical music and his mother 
loves Rabindra sangeet. Similarly, in the Das household, we hear Western songs and 
in their neighbours-Alis and Misras-we hear Indian classical music. 

For the Misras too, Music is important. It is, for them, both a source of entertaiznent 
and livelihood. The two Misra sisters, Sarla and Jaya-after being abandoned by 
their husbands-earn their living by teaching singing an:! dancing to little girls. To 
the Misra boys-who have also been abandoned by their wives-music becomes a 
hobby and an interest. When Mulk comes to know of the fact that h s  sisters 
prevented the tabla-player, harmonium player, and his accompanists from coming for 
a musical evening because of the expense involved, he is furious: 

'Food! It wasn't food they wanted. You are insulting them. You are 
insulting my guru. He does not want food, or money. He wants respect. 
Regard,. That is what we must pay to guru. But you have no respect, no 
regard. You think only of money-money-money. That is what you think 
about, you two-' 
'Mulk, Mulk.' 
'They have minds full of money, dlrty minds. They don't understand the 
artist, how the artist lives for his art. They don't know how it is only music- 



here he clasped his chest with a moist, sweating paw-' only music that 
keeps me alive. Not food. Not money.' 

(P. 38) 

The main theme of the novel is brought out most effectively in the last scene when 
Mulk Misra and his ageing guru sing "at a soiree." The Das' are invited to the 
evening. However, only Bin1 and Baba attend it because Tara and her family have 
gone to Hyderabad to attend the wedding of Mopna, Raja's daughter. At the musical 
evening. Bim notices the fact that though Mulk and liis guru both hail from the same 
school of singing. 

the contrast between Mulk's voice and his was great: whereas Mulk's voice 
had been almost like a child's , so sweet and clear, or a young man's full and 
ripe and with a touch of sweetness to it, the old ruan's was sharp, even a little 
cracked, inclined to break. although not merely with age but with the 
bitterness of his experiences: the sadness and passion and frustration. 

(I'P. 181-182) 

Bim realises that between the young and the old, the past r i d  thd present, the 
audience and the singers all form an integrated whoic .4s Santosh Gupta observes: 

Music becomes symbolic of the intuitive undersranding of oneself, and of the 
reality that lies submerged under appearances. With her "inner eyes7 Bim 
perceives a continuity in history, hers, her family' s and in time, ' not binding 
them within sorne dead and airless cell but giving them the soil in which to 
hand down their roots . . . reach out to new lines, but always drawing from the 
same soil, the secret soil, the same secret darkness." (P. 182). Birn percieves 
this hidden source of her being: "It was where her deepest self lived. andthe 
deeper selves of her sister and brothers.". 
The harmonious relationship between the old Guru and Mulk also establishes 
the possibility of a meaningful interaction between past and present, old age 
and youth. 
The song brings also a synthesis of poetry and melody, verbal and non- 
verbal, rational and emotional modes of artistic expression. The guru sings a 
verse of Iqbal to which both Bim and Baba respond, feeling closer to each 
other. 
The last scene becomes the image of Bim's reintegration with her family, 
society and culture, and her perception of a unity between divergent elements 
within herself and in the world.4 

4.3 MINOR CHARACTERS: MIRA MASI, BAKUL AND 
DR. BISWAS 

MIRA MASI 

When the novel starts, Mira-Masi or Aunt Mira-as she is called-is already dead 
but she is a very important character in the novel. She comes into the Das household 
initially to look after the youngest Das child, Baba, who is autistic, but she eventually 
ends up looking after the other Das children as well. She becomes like a surrogate 
mother to them. Among her other tasks in the Das household are quilt making, story 
telling, pickle making and knitting. 

Among the four Das children: Bim, Raja, Tara and Baba, Tam is the one who 
instantly bonds with Mira Masi. She "could wrap herself up in (Mira Masi) as in an 
old soft shawl. . . breathing in her aunt's smell, finding in it a deep, musty comfort" 
(P. 109). Whenever, Bim and Raja would team up Tara would simply suck her 
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clear ~ i ~ h ~  o , ~ a y  fingers and retreat to Mira Masi. Baba is the other Das child on whom we see the 
influence of Mira Masi's affection: 

To begin with, she stopped feeding him those milky sops from the tip of a 
silver spoon. Instead, she cut up small pieces of bread and let him pick them 
up and put them in his mouth himself. His sisters and his brother, who had 
not seen him perform this skill before, stood by, entranced, applauding him. 
Then she showed him how to slip button into a buttonhole. They got great 
deal of amusement out of that, too. Eventually he could do up his buttons 
himself and then would stand basking in their congratulations like a duck in a 
shower of rain. Visitors could hardly believe their eyes when they saw him c 
sitting on the veranda and playing a game of marbles with Aunt Mira-how 
his fingers got round the rolling globes of glass, how he manipulated them 
and rolled them back to her: it was a miracle. 

(P. 106) 

The other two Das children, Bim and Raja, also gradually get used to Mira-Masi. 
During the first summer of her stay at the Das home, it was she who nursed both Bin1 
and Raja who were suffering from typhoid. The children neglected by their own 
parents need her "she was the tree that grew in the centre of their lives and in whose 
shade they lived" (P. 1 10). Mira-Masi, too, needed them. Abused by her relatives 
for being a widow she felt unwanted. 

In Part I11 of the novel we get some details about Mira-Masi's background We learn 
about the fact that she was barely "twelve years old when she was married and \{as a 
virgin when she was widowed" (P. 108). Her husband who had gone for higher 
studies to England, had died of a cold there. After this: 

She was left stranded with his family and they blamed her bitterly for his 
death: it was her unfortunate horoscope that had brought it about. they said. 
She should be made to pay for her guilt. Guiltily. she scrubbed and washed 
and cooked for them. At night she massaged her mother-in-law's legs and 
nursed wakeful babies and stitched trousseaus fcr her sisters-in-la\\. Of 
course she aged.. Not only was her.hair white but she was nearly bald. At 
least that saved her from being used by her brothers-in-law who would have 
put the widow to a different use had she been more appetising. Since she was 
not, they eyed her unpleasing person sullenly and made jokes loudly enough 
for her to overhear. .There was laughter, till they grew bored. She stayed 
with them so long that she became boring. They suspected her of being a 
parasite. It was time she was turned out. She was turned out. Another 
household could find some use for her: cracked pot, tom rag, picked bone. 

t 
(P. 108) 

Through this description Desai tells us about the status of women in India. She is one 
of the first post-independent women writers who portrays a wide range of won lei^: . 
Abandoned ones, single and widowed women-in her novels. In Clear Light o f D q  
although Mira-masi is a surrogate mother to the Das children, she can never be 
treated as a mother or wife. Even the Das children felt this way: 

She really had not the qualities required by a mother or a wife. Even the 
children did not believe she had. h o k i n g  at her, they could not blame the 
husband for going away to Englandand dying. Aunt Mira would not have 
made a wife. What does make a wife?- Why, they felt, a wife is someoile like 
their mother who raised her eyes when-the father rose from the table and 
dropped them when he sat down; who spent long hours at a dressing-table 
before a mirror, amongst jars and bottles that smelt sweet and into which she 
dipped questing fingers and drew out the ingredients of a wife-sweet- 
smelling but soon rancid; who commanded servants and chastised children 
and was obeyed like a queen. Aunt Mira had none of these attributes. 



Sticklike, she whipped her sari about her, jammed a few long steel pins into Music, Minor 
the little knot of hair on her head, and was dressed in an instant, ready to fly. Characters 
She nsither commanded nor chastised, and was certainly never obeyed. She 
was not soft or scented or sensual. She was bony and angular, wrinkled and 
desiccated-like a stick, or an ancient tree to which they adhered. 

(PP. 110-1 1 I) 

Traditional Indian values are brought out  clever!^ md subtly by Desai through the 
treatment Mira-Masi gets from her family. f ie  %)as children ask their mother 
why Mira-Masi always wore white, she explains, - a t  white was the widow's 
colour9' (P. 108). 

Alamgir Mashmi says that there is a "pallid light which hangs over the holy Indian 
matrimony" in Clear Light qf Day. 

3aya and Sarla do not live with their husbartds and are probably divorced, 
though it m e t  be said openly; their two br~thers m o t  keep their wives 
with them because the wives cannot stand them and would rather stay in the 
brighter lights of New Delhi; Tam's mother and father seemed no great 

- 
success as a married couple and they spent most of their t h e  at the club, 
playing cards or bridge; Aunt Mira was maltreated by her husband's relatives 
after his death, so m m a g e  is no parther-indemnity insurance either; Bim 
vows never to many because marriage seems to deter or replace all normal 
and healthy pursuits such as study and active life (for Jaya and Sarla); Tara's 
marriage, ostensibly happy, remains an "irstmment of escape" rather than a 
positive, desirable achievement. Bim says in Section III that "(Jaya and 
Sarla) might find marriage isn't enough to 1agt them the whole of their lives." 
True enough, it turns out to be inadequate even for a short time, as the two 
sisters now live at their father's house.' 

As early as Part I1 of the novel, we come to 'mow that Min-Masi is gradually 
becoming an alcoholic, she gets addicted to Brandi which was initially recommended 
to her for medicinal purposes. The mental derangement that has slowly set into Mira- 
Masi is clearly revealed in the episode when I3im and Raba go over to check out 
Hyder Ali's locked house. When they rekm home, Raja tells them that Mira-Masi is 
in a bad state: 

Raja had bolted the door on the outside. Bmwing back the bolt, Bim ihrew 
open the door, then quickly shut it behind her so that no one should come in, 
for aunt Mira was in a disgrawfd smte: a state no one should see her in. She 
had clawed off her clothes fiom her bcdy so that her blouse hung in strips 
from the little shrivelled flaps of her blue-veined breasts and her sari trailed 
behind her on the floor as she lurched about the room in a kind of halting 
dance, her feet getting tangled in the mrn muslin that lay everywhere, her oce 
hand jerking at her side while the other heid onto a glass of what smelt 
unmistakably l i e  raw, undiluted liquor. Yes, thsre was the brandy bottle, 
nearly empty, on the floor by her bed. 

(P. 77) 

Thcre is another episode where Mira-Masi runs naked whipping herself saying, "Oh 
God-the rats, the rats! Rats, lizards, snakes--they ars eating me -oh, they are eating 
me-" (P. 96). Dr. Biswas is called for help and it is during this visit that he notices 
the responsibilities that Bim has to deal with alone. (For details on the BiKL"Biswas 
relationship see note on Dr. Biswas in Unit 4:3 of this Block). 

The alcoholic condition of Mira-Masi was the beginning of her death. The bird 
imagep-so central to the novel-is picked up In Mira-Masi's description while she 
was dying: 



Clear Light ofDay She lay quite still now, shrinking and shrivelling, till she almost ceased to be 
human, became bird instead, an old bird with its feathers plucked. its bones 
jutting out from under the blue-tinged skin, too antique, too crushed to move. 

(P. 98) 

Later, we are told that she screamed "like an owl, or a night jar starting out of the 
silence" (P. 99). (For the significance of bird imagery, see Unit 5:2 of this Block). 

Mira-masi feels that she will drown in :he well near the house. This fear is created in 
her by the episode of the drowning cow in the novel. It was Mira-Masi who 
suggested to Mrs. Das the notion of keeping a cow for fresh milk for the children. 
One day it drowned in the well, Mira-Masi felt guilty about it. She used to say, "she 
would drown herself' (P. 41). The image of the drowning cow shows her lack of 
control over herself. The cow coalesces with the white horse in the novel lending a 
richness to the imagery (see section on imagery, Unit 52).  

The personalities of Bim and Tara are brought into sharper focus in relation to their 
treatment of Mira-Masi; although Tara was more attached to her, it is Bim who 
nurtures her through her illness. Tara's guilt in not nursing her is brought out when 
towards the end of the novel she tells Bim: 

She had not even thought of Aunt Mira, had not once womed about her. Not 
till after her death. And of that she heard only after the funeral. 'I didn't even 
come to the funeral,' she wailed. 

(P. 174) 

Mira-Masi7s spirit haunts Bim as well. For a very long time Bim 

continued to see her, was certain that she saw her: the shrunken little body 
naked, triling a tom shred of a nightie, a wisp of pubic hair, as she sliped 
surreptitiously along the hedge, head bent low as if she hoped no one would 
notice her as she humed towards the well.. 

(P. 100) 

Bim come& what she had read in Raja's copy of The Waste Land "Who is the third 
who walks always beside you?" with "(Mira-masi') small shadow thrown by a 
subliminal ghost that existed in the comer of the eye" (P. 100). 

After Mira-Masi' death it is Bim and Raja who go to cremate her. References are 
made to Mira Masi at the end of the novel. When Tara's daughters come Bim tells 
Tara that she needs time with her nieces. Tara says, "You can have all the time you 
want with them.. .and influence them as much as you like. In our family. aunts have 
that prerogative. Like Mira-Masi had" (P. 174). We are also told that Baba shifts 
into Mira-masi's room (P. 12) and about her ashes been thrown into the "Jumna" 
(P. 24). 

BAKUL 

Bakul is married to Tara, the younger Das sister. He had met her at the Roshanara 
Club while he was still a trainee for the Indian Foreign Service. When the novel 
begins Bakul is visiting Delhi with his wife. Their two daughters are said to join 
them later. 

Bakul, though a minor character, makes important contributions to the novel. It is 
through him that Desai gives us an outsider's perspectivc on the Das family. We first 
meet him in the Das house having morning tea with Bim, Tam a ~ d  Baba. He appears 
withdrawn: 



While the two women sat upright and tense atld seethed with unspoken 
speech, the two men seemed dehydrated, emptied out, with not a word to say 
about anything. 

( P  9) 

He gets bored and restless and gets irritated with his wife for wanting to sit with her 
brother and sister "doing nothing" (P. 11). In fact, through Bakul: Desai throws light 
on the personalities of the Das sisters. He is surprised by his wife's behaviour the 
moment she is with her own family. He tells her: "So. I only have to bring you home 
for a day, Tara, and you go back to being the hopeless person you were before I 

i mamed you" (P. 17). Unlike Tara who gives in to apathy easily, Bakul fights it: 

Bakul said one could rise above the climate, that one could ignore it if onc 
filled one's mind with so many thoughts and activities that there was no room 
for it. "Look at me,' he had said the winter that they froze in Moscow. 'I 
don't let the cold immobilize me, do I?' 

(P. 21) 

Over a period of time, Bakul, has made Tara into an: 

active, organized woman who looked up her engagement book every 
morning, made plans and programmes for the day ahead and then walked her 
way through them to retire to her room at night, tired with the triumphant 
tiredness of the virtuous and the dutiful. 

(P. 21) 

That Bakul and their daughters have influenced Tara is evident from her observation 
when Baba rehses to respond to her question whether he would go to office: 

He kept his head lowered, smiling slightly, sadly. 
'Never'.!' 
The room rang with her voice, then with silence.. . She herself had been 
taught, by her husband and by her daughters, to answer questions, to make 
statements, to be fiank and to be precise. They would have none of these 
silences and shadows. Here things were left unsaid and undone. It was what 
they called 'Old Delhi decadence.' 

(P. 13) 
2- 

Bakul's reason for: visiting Delhi is to keep up with his Indian roots,. He tells Bim, 
during one of the evenings at their neighbour, Misra's place, " part of me lives here, 

. * the deepest part of me, always" (P. 36). When the older Misra son asks Baku1 as to 
how he explains the poverty and corruption in India to foreigners, Bakul responds, 
"why talk of local politics, party disputes, election malpractices?' (P. 35). Hashmi 
notes: 

Bakul, though a representative of India abroad, distrusts Indian travel-agency 
arrangements and grumbles about the Old Delhi decadence. 
Bakul is a flat character, a member of the Indian Foreign Service, a type that 
is practical, alert, and competent, but mimaginative and insipid; one that 
believes in projecting India abroad as 'The Taj Mahal, the Bhagavad Gita, 
Indian philosphy, music, art, the great, immortal values of ancient India." He 
asks, "But why talk of local politics, party disputes, election malpractices, 
Nehru, his daughter, his grandson-such matters as will soon pass into . 
oblivion?" (P. 35). 
Official hypocrisy and shallow idealism which obstruct a realistic appraisal 
of things as they are, say, for Bim, thus become part of the Old Delhi 
decadence, although Bakul likes to think of himself as one belonging to the 
more aware and dynamic world of New   el hi.' 
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Clear Light of DQV Through this conversation about India, Desai subtly tells us about the "reality.' that is 
India and its "imasined reality" packaged abroad by non-resident Indians. 11% the 
post-colonial context this juxtaposition servcs sevcral purposes. For one, it s h o ~ ~ s  t11.t: 
crucial juncture in which the country is situated, India-stripped of its coloiiial ties. 
floundering to find a direction. For another, Desai points cut to us that ineo- 
colonialism is a new reality in post-independent India: 

The Misra brothers and sisters were not interested in the subtictics amdcrl? mg 
such exchanges. One brother wanted io know 'whst is :he price of good 
whisky i11 Washington? Not that terrible thing called bourbon but scotch-- 
can you get scotch?' and ths sisters asked Tara where she had bought hcr 
chiffon sari and her leather bag, and for how much. 

iP. 37) 
This thread of neo-colonialism runs through the novel (for details see Unit 3:2 of thls 
Block). 

Bakul's most significant role ii: the novel is his request to Tara to arrange for Sin1 
and Raja to meet in order to sort out their rnisundcrstar~dinys over the 1etti.r that Raja 
had written to her after he had inherited Hyder Ali's property: 

'What is the matter with her?' asked Bak~lL, reahzing Tam had to talk. Hr: 
had his own suspicions about Bim but thought better of rellir~s then1 to Tara. 
'Is it that business with Sharma vou told me about" Surely it carn't bc -slre's 
been dealing with him for yezirs.' 

'It can't be that then,' Tara agreed. 'It seems to be Kala again. as far as I can 
see. ' 

What, haven't they made up that quarrel yet? Bakul asked in a bored VOICC 

Really, the house had an atmosphere-a chilling one. like a cementer> 1 
can't even remember what it was about - at wrrs so long ago'. It wasn't rca!l! 
a quarrel-it was a letter-; it's just that Bim can't forget old grudges. They 
make hcr so miserable-li wish I could eild then1 for her ' 

Bakul paid her some attention now. He could always find a solution to an!. 
problem he liked to think. He rather rclished proD!cms. fie relislicd solvi~lg 
them for anyone as easily impressed as ahra He t!.iought how nicc it i ~ o u l d  
be to have Tara stop looking so preoccupied and coilcemed and be ii11pressed 
by him instead. Really, it was a night of Persian ?lamcur and beauty. They 
should be sitting together in :he n~onilight, looking together the moon that 
hung over the garden like some grcat priceless pearl. flawed and blemis!?ed 
with gray shadowy ridges as only a very grcat beauty can risk being. Wh!. 
were they worrying instead about Bim, and Raja? He came and stood closc 
to Tar& his large solid thighs In their wh~tr  pyjamas just behrt: her e ies  like 
ttvo solid pillars, ,and his cigar glowing between two 5ngers. ' You must 
a m g e  for them to meet and speak,' he ssid in a thick, rich voice. 

(P. 159) 

As the novel progresses, one event leads to another and Bin1 'k i th  her Inner eye" 
sees how "her known house and its particular history linked and contained her as n e l l  
as her whole family with all their separate histories and espenences" (P 182) 

DR. BISWAS 

Dr. Biswas has a functional role to play in the novel. He is the doctor sent by Mr 
Das' firm to treat Raja's tuberculosis. Later, he also treats Mlra-Masi's aicoholislii 
He gradually becomes like a family doctor to the Das'. The first mention of a doctor 
is made in Part I1 of Clear Light of Day, when he comes to exaniine Kala \vho had 



fallen ill, He diagnoses Raja as suffering from T.B. A more detailed description of 
the doctor is given when he makes his next visit to the Das'. We learn that he was a 
"soft-spoken and awkward young Bengali, sent by their father's partner7' (P. 67). 

Dr. Biswas, though a minor character in the novel, his sporadic presence is used very 
cffectively by Desai. For one he gives us an outsider's viewpoint of Bim. During 
one of his visits to thc Das home, when Bim asks him about Raja's recovery period, 
he says: 

'I sce, I see it all,- Dr Biswas hurried on, staring hard at his shoes, making 
the most of thls unusual burst of courage while it lasted. 'There are great 
problems. Your father-the house-the family-Raja's il11it;ss-it is all too 
'much for a young lady Raja must recover, he must take his father's place-'. 

(P. 68) 

Ihis throws light on Bin1 and the circumstances within which she is situated. For 
mother, it is to him that Birn urlfolds her filmre plais. When he asks her to consider 

I nursi~lg as a professron, she says: 

.It's all i do,'. . . 
Of Course. of course,' he stammered, flushing, ' I meant-. . . .have you 
considered it as a profession? You do it so -so exccllently.' 
'No.' she assured him. 'What I think I shall de-  I mean when Raja is well 
again and I have the t~me-I think I'll go back to college and finish my 
Itistor): course tknt I dropped whet: my aunt too fell ill, and when I get my 
degree-I might teach,' she ended up in a rush, thc idea having just come to 
her as iil a natural sequence of affairs. 

(P. 85-86) 

lhe  imporlance of masic iri tne novel has becn already dealt within this unit. Dr. 
Bistms c-ontrihuies iinmensely to it. (See Unit 4:2 of this unit). At one level, Dr. 
!3i~i:.ds 4!: used by Desai ro demonstrate the neocolonial strain that emerges in post 
incicpc;ndent Jnclia (see Unit 3:2 of this Block). 

I 

Interestingly, Dcsai plays upon the Bin~IBiswas relationship in the novel. She makes 
the rc;adcrs believc that something may develop between them. That Dr. Biswas is 
interested in Ain; i s  evident from the way he responds to her. Hc feels skiy and 

I' nenaus in her presslgce as is evident when Bim asks him to play the violin. It 

embarrassccl hixn so much that he became quite agitated. Dropping his bag, 
spilling hrs srethoscopc, he fiimbled about on the floor, picked them up, 
mumbling "Oh no. itrm~ossible You won't - I can't - you don't really-it 
won't -no, no, no. I can't play. Miss Das, instead-I will be so honoured- 
will you come-can yon-a concert-you will hear-it will be-I would 
like-' 

(B. 83) 

W e n  he takes hcr to the conccrt by the Delhi Milsic Society, he reveals details about 
his backgraund His mother, he says, was an "old-fashioned Bengali lady" who 
loved "'Tqorc sor?gs7' (P.83) both mother and son lived in a flat in Daqaganj. Dr. 
Biswas' sister was married and settled in Calcutta. Ure also come to know of his stint 
in Germany fcir higher studies and; how "the whole world of music unfolded to him 
there (P. 83). Along with rnedicine he also learns the violin there. 

A!though Dr. Biswas sees himself as a rescuer vis-a-vis Bim: she doesn't view him 
I the sanle way, She geis increasingly bored by him. When they go to Davico's 
I restaurant after the conccrt, she says, "Now we must go,. . . .I've never left Raja alone 
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ClearLighfof Day for SO long, or Mira-Masi"' (P. 85). But Dr. Biswas is "all admiration" for her. He 
thanks her profusely for going out with him for the evening: 

'You don't know-you can't possibly know what it has meant to me. Only. 
please do come with me again- 

'Oh, I don't know,' cried Bim in a panic, and pushed at the gate so that he had 
to let go of the catch to save his fingers. Hurrying through, she shut the gate 
between them. 'It's really not right for me to have been out for so long- 
with Raja ill-and my aunt-you know my aunt-' 

'Yes, yes, but you can7t.be a slave to them. I can't be a slave to my mother. 
We must be ourselves. We must go out, have a little rest, some refreshment. 
Miss Das' he gulped, ' come and meet my mother, please.' 

(P. 87) 

In the last part of the novel when Tara is feeling very upset for Bim because she sees 
her as being caught in a trap in the Das household, she asks Bim, ''Oh, and Bim, do 
you ever see Dr.-Dr.-what was his name?" and Bim tells her flatly, "Dr. Biswas- 
No, I haven't seen him since Mira Masi d i e d  (P. 152). 

The relationship between Dr. Biswas and Bim may not develop in the novel, but he 
does, have an impact on her. She acts on a hint thrown by him about helping in a 
clinic for women in Kingsway camp for rehgees (P. 88). It is again through Dr. 
Biswas that we hear of Gandhi's murder. The reference to this period in India. It 
adds to the political dimension of the novel. (See, Unit 3:2 of this Block). 

4.4 LET US SUM UP 

Having highlighted the story line of Part 111 of the novel, we have dealt with themes 
and issues which have been intricately webbed in the story line, Music for one has an 
important role to play in Clear Light of Day. We have also discussed the roles of 
P4ira Masi, Bakul and Dr. Biswas who lend support to the storyline. 

4.5 QUESTIONS 

1. Highlight the iinportant events in the storyline of Part I11 of the novel. 

2. Music plays an important role in Clear Light of Day, comment. 

3. Critically comment on the roles of Mira-Masi, Bakul, and Dr. Biswas. 
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